Outstanding Alumni Awards for 2008

**John Anderson – University of Maryland**
For outstanding scholarship as evidenced by a series of textbooks in aerodynamics that have helped shape the careers of engineering students throughout the world.

**Knox Millsaps – Naval Postgraduate School**
For academic leadership in mechanical and astronautical engineering at the Naval Postgraduate School and contribution to the development of national policies on defense and nuclear stockpile.

**Joaquin Castro – Pratt & Whitney**
For outstanding leadership and expertise leading to hypersonic propulsion systems that are on the cutting edge of technology.

**Fareed Ossi – Ossi Consulting Engineers, Inc.**
For outstanding contributions in HVAC systems evaluations and energy advancements, professional leadership in ASHRAE and ASME, and civic contributions in Hillsborough County.

**Juan Santiago – Junior award – Stanford University**
For research excellence in the field of microscale transport phenomena and the optimization and development of novel devices to facilitate applications.

**Craig Young – Junior Award – General Electric**
For engineering excellence in advancing aerospace technology for large military engines.